ATA AWARDS

Cäsar Memorial Cup
donated by Dr. and Mrs. David Goodman, Wonderland Farms, in memory of their
stallion Cäsar by Donauschimmer, to be awarded to the approved Trakehner stallion
with the year’s highest score in eventing

2001

WINDFALL
1992 brown/black approved stallion by Habicht,
out of Wundermädel xx by Madruzzo xx,
bred by Heinz Lembke, Kaufbeuren, FRG, owned by Timothy Holekamp, Columbia, MO,
ridden by Darren Chiacchia, Springville, NY
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ATA AWARDS

Karl-Heinz Barton Memorial Award
awarded annually to an individual for exemplary service to the
American Trakehner Association,
awarded posthumously to

2001

Stanley L. Cornelison, Elgin, IL
By Marcia Johnson and Nancy Cornelison

S

tan joined the ATA in 1982
after
acquiring
four
Trakehner mares to establish a breeding herd at Rolling
Oaks Farm in Elgin, IL. He and
the rest of the family, his wife
Mona and daughters Nancy and
Marcia, were regular attendees at
the annual meetings. As he came
to know some of the founding
members, his managerial and
financial skills were called upon
when he was elected treasurer in
1987. He ser ved two terms as
treasurer and, although not always
popular, he got the association
back on solid financial ground.
After retiring from his consulting practice, Stan was elected
president of the ATA in 1995 and
served two terms. His expertise

Stan and Spanky, his constant companion, in the winter of 2001

Cäsar Memorial Cup • Windfall

with a final score that was beaten by only
one American horse/rider combination:
Kim Vinoski on Winsome Adante, who
would go on to place first at the Blenheim
CCI*** and become the US Event Horse
of the Year.
Windfall was the best dressage competitor at Fair Hill CCI***, too, and was
looking like a winner on cross-country,
past all the tough combinations, but had
a moment of confusion and a cheap little
run-out on the 25th jump, losing his concentration and ending up completing the
three- day in the middle of the pack.
Many top event riders have commented on his great potential and, as he
and Darren get a few more miles in
together, we are hoping for greatness over
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continued from page 29

the next few years. His ground manners
have dramatically improved and steering
at the gallop remains his only issue.
Hopes were raised in Februar y 2002
when he won his division of Advanced at
the Rocking Horse II Horse Trials, again
with the best dressage score of all divisions and plenty of speed and accuracy in
the jumping tests.
He remains sound and happy in his
work. His first American foal was born in
mid-January (quarantine breeding) from
the Amethyst daughter, FREUDE (grand
champion of the 1998 ATA Mare Show).
The resultant filly, FREUDENFALL, is
his mirror image, frisky and bold, correct and agile.

in running meetings allowed the
board of trustees to arrive ready
to conduct the association’s
business, and the meetings were
kept on track in a timely manner. In this way, agenda items
were handled efficiently so there
was time to consider the “bigger
picture” for the future well-being
of the Trakehner in North
America.
With Stan’s guidance, the
ATA returned to financial soundness, and his example as an officer and trustee influenced many
other trustees to become better
board members. He also reminded all ATA members of the
underlying reason for the association’s existence — for the welfare of the Trakehner horse!

Corrections
The American Trakehner, Stallion
Issue, Winter 2001/2002:
Page 49, in the photo caption for
Piper’s Muse, the sire of her dam,
Palmenblatt, should be Bütow.
Page 61, the newly approved stallion
HILIFE, belongs to the Trakehner Mare
Family of O388A — Hulla 2084/57.
In the 2001 Mare & Foal Issue, page
34, “From the Show Circuits,” the horse
TAGAELEN is a 2000 colt and is registered under ORB-B-S1094. For a listing of
his
accomplishments,
see
the
“Performance Award Winners” in this
issue.

